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 THE COST OF REALISM:
 CONTEMPORARY RESTATEMENTS OF DEMOCRACY

 LANE DAVIS

 University of Iowa

 URING the last thirty years, there have been a number of efforts to restate
 democratic political theory in terms which would be more satisfactory to the
 needs of the present day. This reconsideration of the theory of democracy

 extends to writers of many diverse points of view responding, as one might expect, to
 the challenges raised by alternatives to political democracy and to problems internal
 to democratic societies.

 The weaknesses which these restatements seek to remedy are various and re-
 sistant to any neat summary. They range from the philosophical foundations of
 democratic values through conventional notions about conditions conducive to the
 success of a democratic polity or particular democratic institutions. From this broad
 range of possibilities, this essay will consider those recent statements which exhibit a
 particular concern for the descriptive accuracy of democratic political theory.'

 These contemporary writers seek to delineate the descriptive weaknesses of
 existing democratic political theory and to present an amended theory of political
 democracy more in line with contemporary knowledge of empirical political reality.
 It is the argument of this essay that the effort to make democratic theory more realis-
 tic has brought many other changes with it; that the effect of these restatements goes
 considerably further than just improved descriptive realism. The values and expecta-
 tions which justified political democracy have been changed. The rationale for popu-
 lar political activity which is at the very center of much democratic theory has been
 rejected. In short, the cost of realism has been the practical abandonment of what
 has been the distinctive moral function of democratic politics and government.

 I

 The object of criticism and restatement by this group of contemporary demo-
 crats is the so-called "classical" theory of political democracy which prescribes popu-
 lar rule after the model of the New England town meeting or the seventeenth-century
 nonconformist church congregation. This theory posits the existence of rational and

 1 The classic expression of this point of view is found in Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Social-
 ism and Democracy (2nd ed.; New York and London: Harper, 1942), Part IV: it is still
 the clearest and best. For recent and explicitly theoretical statements see, among others,
 Bernard Berelson et al., Voting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954), chap. 14;
 Samuel H. Beer, "New Structures of Democracy: Britain and America," and Louis Hartz,
 "Democracy: Image and Reality," in W. N. Chambers and R. H. Salisbury (eds.),
 Democracy in Mid-20th Century (St. Louis: Washington University Press, 1960) ; Walter
 Lippmann, The Public Philosophy (New York: New American Library, 1956); S. M.
 Lipset, Political Man (Garden City: Doubleday, 1960); Henry Mayo, An Introduction
 to Democratic Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 1960). Mayo is particularly
 useful as a relatively complete statement of this position. This point of view informs many
 recent studies of American politics. See James Q. Wilson, The Amateur Democrat (Chi-
 cago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), for a persuasive defense of this position and an
 excellent brief account (pp. 341ff.) of how it finds expression in the literature of American
 political parties. In the discussion which follows, I will use the relatively neutral label of
 contemporary to refer to this particular conception of democracy and those who espouse it.

 37
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 38 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 active citizens who seek to realize a generally recognized common good through the
 collective initiation, discussion, and decision of policy questions concerning public
 affairs, and who delegate authority to agents (elected government officials) to carry
 through the broad decisions reached by the people through majority vote.2

 The indictment brought against this version of political democracy is a sweep-
 ing one. The theory has been asserted to be logically unsatisfactory. It fails to pro-
 vide clear definitions of such terms as "rule" and "people" which are obviously cen-
 tral to a conception of government by rule of the people. It posits a substantive
 common good as "the beacon light of policy" but fails to develop a consistent ex-
 planation of the nature of such a common good or how men may come to recognize
 it.8 It lacks a satisfactory treatment of the problems raised by the simultaneous
 affirmation of majority rule and minority rights.4 Finally, the theory defines democ-
 racy in ideal terms rather than by reference to existing political reality. The effect of
 this "is to rob the theory of all operational and empirical content," destroy its utility
 for description or explanation, and make communication about it "virtually im-
 possible." 5

 The departures of classical theory from reality also have been pointed out in
 detail. Classical democracy, it is asserted, rests on untenable or radically incomplete
 conceptions of man and politics. Democratic man is neither as rational, as disinter-
 ested, as informed, nor as active in public affairs as he is assumed to be. The roles
 of organized groups, leadership, and emotion in political affairs are either ignored,
 underplayed, or simply condemned. The highly technical and complex process of
 policy-making is oversimplified and misunderstood.6

 Sloughing off these asserted errors of logic and fact, contemporary democratic
 theorists propose a conception of political democracy based on a realistic description
 of the political systems through which existing states have sought to realize popular
 rule.' The heart of this contemporary restatement was summed up by Joseph

 ' Classical political democracy refers to the mainstream of the democratic intellectual tradition
 which includes such diverse figures as the seventeenth-century Levellers, Jean Jacques
 Rousseau, Jeremy Bentham, James Mill, and the Jacksonian democrats. Among its many
 twentieth-century spokesmen may be mentioned Ernest Barker, John Dewey, A. D. Lind-
 say and Roland Pennock. Two recent statements which agree on classical democracy,
 though perhaps little else, are Joseph Tussman, Obligation and the Body Politic (New
 York: Oxford Univerity Press, 1960), and Raymond Williams, The Long Revolution
 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1961 ).

 ' The phrase and the argument belong to Schumpeter. See Schumpeter, op. cit., pp. 250ff.
 4 An excellent discussion of these problems is found in R. A. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic

 Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956). See also H. S. Commager, Major-
 ity Rule and Minority Rights (New York: Oxford University Press, 1943); Willmore
 Kendall, John Locke and the Doctrine of Majority Rule (Urbana: University of Illinois
 Press, 1941); and Willmore Kendall and Austin Ranney, Democracy and the American
 Party System (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1956), Part I, for further discussions.

 5Mayo, op. cit., p. 31.
 6 This paragraph is a summary of criticisms found in the contemporary democrats mentioned

 above. In particular: on the political nature of man see Berelson, op. cit., pp. 306-11;
 on the role of leadership, Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 270; on the roles of emotion and or-
 ganized groups, Hartz, op. cit., pp. 13-25; on the misunderstanding of the policy-making
 process, Lippmann, op. cit., pp. 30-50.

 ' "We have made the Enlightenment work in spite of itself, and surely it is time we ceased to be
 frightened of the mechanisms we have devised to do so. We have implemented popular
 government, democratic judgment and the equal state on a scale that is remarkable by any
 earthly standard." Hartz, op. cit., p. 29. See also Mayo, op. cit., pp. 55-61.
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 THE COST OF REALISM 39

 Schumpeter. "The democratic method is that institutional arrangement for arriving
 at political decisions in which individuals acquire the power to decide by means of a
 competitive struggle for the people's vote." 8

 The essential role of the public in democratic political rule is thus defined as the
 choice of key governmental policy-makers. Popular control of government is limited
 to after-the-fact decisions on this question alone. The function of the electorate is to
 legitimate governmental authority. It is not to initiate or decide issues of public
 policy.9

 Such a conception of political democracy sharply reduces the extent and the in-
 tensity of necessary individual participation in democratic politics. This permits the
 abandonment of the classical notion that general attainment of the ideal of rational,
 active, and informed democratic man is essential to the realization of genuine politi-
 cal democracy. Political democracy is now considered to be a complex system within
 which apathy and ignorance as well as activity and informed reason have a part to
 play.10 Thus, the reality of irrational mass emotion, self-interest, group egoism, and
 the prevalence of oligarchic and heirarchical social and economic organizations need
 no longer be denied in the name of democratic values. The way is cleared for recog-
 nition of, and scientific inquiry into, the workings of democratic political systems as
 they actually exist.

 II

 In considering the indictment brought against classical democratic theory, the
 charge that it fails as a descriptive and explanatory tool can only be met by a plea of
 nolo contendere. The theory was not created to describe any existing democratic
 polity of any considerable size employing representative institutions. It grew from
 many sources as an essay in prescription. As such, it contains a prescription for a
 worthwhile polity which should be sought after. Perhaps the American Progressives,
 so far as they were concerned with increasing the amount of direct popular participa-
 tion in policy-making, represent the clearest example in recent American experience
 of an organized movement which took this goal seriously. The Progressives, how-
 ever, have not been alone in their aspirations. For many others, classical democracy
 has been - and still is - used as a point of departure for criticism of existing politics
 and society.

 The classical theory represents an effort, however inadequate it might be, to
 construct a practical political theory for democracy. Not practical in the sense of
 containing a realistic description of existing society, but practical in the sense of pro-
 viding guide lines for those who seek to transcend existing political reality for some-
 thing better: a polity which would realize among its citizens generally "the 'dignity'
 which is found in sharing the collegial life of the rulers of the human city." ":

 The immediate objective of classical democracy has always been to extend the
 opportunity for individuals to take an equal and an effective part in the management

 8 Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 269.
 0 Mayo, op. cit., pp. 85-87.
 10 "What seems to be required of the electorate as a whole is a distribution of qualities along

 important dimensions. We need some people who are active in a certain respect, others
 in the middle, and still others passive." Berelson, op. cit., p. 314.

 n Tussman, op. cit., p. 121.
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 40 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 of public affairs. Through this opportunity, it was believed, the horizons of the par-
 ticipating individual would be widened, his knowledge extended, his sympathies
 made less parochial, his practical intelligence developed. Participation in the man-
 agement of public affairs would serve as a vital means of intellectual, emotional, and
 moral education leading toward the full development of the capacities of individual
 human beings. Participation in politics would provide men with opportunities to
 take part in making significant decisions and to transcend the narrow bounds of their
 private affairs. It would build and consolidate a sense of genuine community that
 would serve as a solid foundation for government. It would provide a strenuous and
 rewarding field of endeavor by extending opportunities for free activity and self-
 government beyond the frequently petty sphere of private life into the realm of the
 public domain which had hitherto been largely beyond the control, or the hope of
 control, of ordinary men.

 This opportunity for education in public responsibility is the peculiar and dis-
 tinguishing contribution which classical democracy makes to the ideal of human
 dignity and development. Of course it is possible for a democratic regime to do more
 than provide the opportunity for participation in government. The mere provision
 of peace and order, which is scarcely a unique contribution of democratic govern-
 ment, is necessary for the development of human personality. And the protection of
 certain individual rights, the provision of various services, are also important. There
 are good reasons for thinking that democratic government may perform these essen-
 tial functions more fully and more reliably than other kinds of government. This
 provides additional grounds for preferring it. But the heart of the matter is the value
 which is attached to individual participation in making decisions about public affairs.

 To speak precisely, it is not the substantive choices which are made in various
 policy decisions which are crucial for this justification of democracy - though they
 are important - but the human results which accrue to those who take part in this
 method of managing public affairs.12 In shorthand fashion, one may speak of the
 method of political democracy as valuable in itself regardless of results which it pro-
 duces. In this way, one avoids the confusion of distinguishing between different sorts
 of results of the process; that is, between what might be called "policy results" - for
 example, the stringent regulation of private business or the legal prohibition of cer-
 tain forms of racial segregation - and other results, "human results" - the growing
 practical capacities of those who take part in the process. So long as one keeps in
 mind that speaking of the method as an end in itself-at least in the context of classi-
 cal democracy - is only a convenient eliptical expression, no confusion results.

 It follows from what has been said that classical democratic theory is informed
 by an exceedingly ambitious purpose: the education of an entire people to the point
 where their intellectual, emotional, and moral capacities have reached their full
 potential and they are joined, freely and actively, in a genuine community. Beyond
 this magnificent general purpose, classical democratic theory also embodies one great
 strategy for the pursuit of this goal: the use of political activity and government for
 the purposes of public education. Governance is to be a continued effort in mass

 2 Ernest Barker, Reflections on Government (New York: Oxford University Press, 1942), pp.
 35ff.
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 THE COST OF REALISM 41

 education. The key to the realization of human potentialities and creation of gen-
 uine community becomes the pursuit of the common good through political activity.

 This strategy need not involve any denigration of the realm of private activity.
 Private life - family, friends, work, and religion - are part of the necessary social
 foundation upon which the citizen builds his concern with, and his participation in,
 public affairs.13 Nevertheless, the conclusion cannot be avoided that, for the classical
 democrat, private life is not enough. The road to intellectual and moral growth must
 lead to participation in the practical problems of public affairs. Full moral develop-
 ment for most men is only to be attained by taking part in, and accepting some re-
 sponsibility for, the realization of a common good. The ancient Greek ideal, trimmed
 to the dimensions of modern society with its recognized spheres of human activity, is
 with us still. Man will attain his natural state only through the practical responsi-
 bilities of political action.

 When we press classical democracy beyond this point, the unfinished business
 of democratic theory becomes increasingly evident. This is not a matter of patching
 up utopian holes in the structure of classical theory. Rather it is the elaboration of
 plans of action and specific prescriptions which offer hope of progress toward a gen-
 uinely democratic polity; detailed prescriptions which bring the general strategy of
 classical democracy down to earth in the varied contexts of contemporary states of all
 kinds.

 Such prescriptions can not be constructed only of aspiration and imagination,
 yet both are vitally necessary. Empirical research in politics and a variety of related
 fields is also necessary to provide more satisfactory explanations of the gaps which
 exist between political reality and the polity to which the classical democrats aspire.
 Such research requires "realistic" conceptual schemes which will permit the identi-
 fication of phenomena which are relevant to the purpose at hand. But in the context
 of classical democracy, another purpose lies behind the effort to describe and explain.
 Description and explanation are only a means to facilitate democratic strategy, not a
 criterion of judgment. Hopefully, research may lead to the determination of an in-
 creasing number of reasonably well-validated hypotheses concerning the way people
 behave in politics and political institutions work in contemporary societies. These
 hypotheses may suggest limits on what can be done and how it can be done most
 efficiently --given the goal which the democrat seeks. Generalizations based on
 reliable knowledge of past and present reality are good bases for educated guessing
 about the future and may shorten the inevitable process of trial and error.14

 13 "The development of man thus expresses itself not only in the State, but also in the social
 group which constitutes the substance of society." Barker, op. cit., p. 22. See also Barker,
 Principles of Social and Political Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 1951),
 pp. 42-43 and 123-35.

 14 There is, however, a compelling practical consideration for much caution when making pre-
 dictions about the limits of the possible. Unlike predictions about what may happen and
 what may work, predictions about what may not are likely to foreclose the continued
 persistent efforts which may eventually succeed in achieving the "impossible." One might
 even suggest that authoritative predictions of the highly unlikely will only receive a
 thoroughgoing test from the dedicated or the ignorant - or from those who are both.
 Those best qualified by training and knowledge are likely to be diverted into more "prac-
 tical" lines of endeavor. Thus a prediction that some state of affairs such as greatly in-
 creased popular political activity is probably unattainable is likely to be a self-fulfilling
 prophecy.
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 42 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 By providing more accurate understanding of present political reality, explana-
 tory theories furnish a basis from which the classical democrat can estimate where
 he stands in relation to the goal he seeks. They also provide a roster of various possi-
 bilities which he can exploit in order to move closer to his goal. The study of Ameri-
 can politics and the models which grow out of this study have a good deal to say
 about the multiform ways in which influence is exercised on the formation of public
 policy. Presumably, some of these forms contain more possibilities for advancing the
 political capacities of individuals than others. Such information as this will further
 the task of those who would develop prescriptive democratic theory."5

 By knowing where he stands in relation to his goal, by knowing what probably
 can be done in the near future and what probably cannot, the classical democrat is
 better prepared to amend and elaborate the prescriptions of classical democratic
 theory. Yet, if explanation is valuable, it is valuable as an aid to prescription. It is
 not a substitute for it. To assume that the task of democratic political theory is de-
 scription and that an accurate account of what is provides us with a statement of
 what ought to be, is to take issue with a good deal more than merely the descriptive
 accuracy of classical democratic theory.'16 Such an assumption rejects the elements
 of aspiration and imagination which make the grand strategy of classical democracy
 and the prescriptions which follow from it relevant to the affairs of everyday life.

 III

 It would be an exceedingly hard statement to say that those contemporary
 democrats who aspire to greater political realism have entirely rejected the value of
 individual human development. Yet it seems clear that contemporary democrats
 are more concerned with democracy as a functioning system of government than
 with its direct or indirect effects on the individual.17 As a consequence, they are in-
 clined to stress characteristics of the system as a whole as the criteria for the evalua-
 tion of politics.'s

 So far as human development serves these writers as a justifying value, its rele-
 vance rests primarily on the proposition that the probable policy results of a demo-
 cratic government will be more conducive to human development than the probable
 policy results which can be expected from other kinds of government. Democratic
 government is defined as that in which the governed choose key government officials
 in periodic free elections. Such a government, being ultimately answerable to the

 " For an example of this, see Roland Pennock, "Democracy and Leadership," in Chambers and
 Salisbury, op. cit., pp. 95-125.

 16 In some cases, the task of democratic theory is simply descriptive accuracy. See Schumpeter,
 op. cit., chap. xxii. In other cases, the second part of the assumption is quite explicit. For
 example: "We can then tentatively agree to call a democratic political system one which
 has characteristic principles of operation both descriptive and normative, and a complete
 theory of democracy will be one which lays bare and justifies the separate principles of
 both kinds, and the system as a whole." Mayo, op. cit., p. 33.

 17 Berelson, op. cit., pp. 312-13, is most explicit on this point.
 18 For example, these remarks of Samuel Beer: ".... by what criteria shall we judge that a sys-

 tem governs well or ill. .... If one word were to be chosen that suggests them, it would be
 efficiency.... (1) the capacity to produce policies that are coherent within each field and
 over the whole area of governing; and (2) the capacity to identify new problems and
 make such innovations as may be called for." Samuel H. Beer, "New Structures of Democ-
 racy: Britain and America," in Chambers and Salisbury, op. cit., pp. 55-57.
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 THE COST OF REALISM 43

 governed, may be more responsible to their needs and wishes. It can be expected
 to provide better protection for individual rights, more adequate social services, bet-
 ter control of would-be exploiters, a more just system of taxation, and greater free-
 dom for individuals and groups to express their interests and desires concerning pub-
 lic policy.

 Popular participation is reduced to the manageable task of periodic choices in
 elections. This kind of participation is, at best, a pale and rather pathetic version of
 the responsible and active participation which was the aspiration of classical democ-
 racy. It is hard to see this sort of thing, intermittent in time and marginal in impor-
 tance for an overwhelming majority of the public, as the central means to educate
 the intellectual, emotional, and moral capacities of the citizen. Such an argument
 provides a very feeble justification for the contemporary version of democratic gov-
 ernment. If active and responsible participation in collective activity is necessary for
 individual human development, the contribution of contemporary democracy must
 be chiefly one of removing obstacles to free and responsible activity in other areas of
 human life outside of politics.

 Such a position has certain advantages which may recommend it to the political
 theorist. It permits him, if he wishes, to justify existing democratic systems through
 an argument to their probable policy results. It relieves him of the obligation to
 chart the road beyond the present, and frees him to concern himself with the descrip-
 tion of existing democratic politics or past political ideas. Modestly curbing his aspi-
 rations and imagination, the contemporary democrat can remind us that democratic
 government can only do so much. Political democracy - as he defines the term -
 prescribes no single highroad to the goods of human life. Politics is only a method
 for managing public affairs. The goal of full human development must be sought
 in many ways, and a democratic society provides for responsible activity in many
 non-political spheres of human life. Political activity can only be directly important
 for a few. For the rest, government can best serve as an expert and beneficent steward
 who clears away obstacles, manages the vital necessities, and submits his accounts -
 simplified to his master's level of understanding - for periodic review.

 IV

 In the face of such a position, exhibiting the virtues of realism and moderation
 and cast in the fashionable terms of pluralism, it is necessary to emphasize what has
 been changed. Contemporary democracy is much more (or much less) than simply
 a more realistic statement of classical democracy which "salvages much of what
 sponsors of the [classical] democratic method really mean by this term." 19

 In the first place, although the purpose of both kinds of theory is to prescribe,
 their approach and emphasis is strikingly different. The heart of classical democracy
 is moral purpose. It prescribes this purpose, then a general strategy for its fulfillment,
 and finally various institutions through which this strategy may be carried into opera-
 tion. Contemporary democracy, on the other hand, begins with institutions - that
 set of institutions which realistically describe the essential features of existing demo-
 cratic political systems. It moves from institutions to values, taking as democratic

 19 Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 269.
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 44 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 those values which are inherent in, or can be accommodated to, the given political
 institutions.

 The assumptions of fact and value which underlie the prescriptive contents of
 the two theories are quite distinct, and the differences between them fall into a fami-
 liar pattern. Contemporary democracy may be considered less a restatement of classi-
 cal democracy than a twentieth-century manifestation of the sober, cautious, Whig
 pluralism which, though often expressing itself politically in aristocratic terms, has
 been accounted a part of the democratic tradition since the seventeenth century. As
 with the earlier Whigs, these men "tend to accept existing society as a datum, sus-
 ceptible to minor modifications, but always within a frame of reference supplied by
 the status quo." 20 As with the earlier Whigs, these men are dubious of notions of
 common good and social harmony and inclined to see politics in terms of the con-
 flict of private interests. As with the earlier Whigs, these men are respectful of the
 limits of human reason and well aware of the irrational elements in human behavior.

 For both, this leads toward reliance on the political talents of an active elite. For
 earlier Whig and contemporary democrat, the basis of knowledge is empirical reality.
 For both, a clear understanding of empirical reality is necessary for men to measure
 the natural limits of their power and to exploit effectively what freedom of action
 they do possess. A realistic understanding of present circumstances is a compelling
 necessity. Both seem less concerned with change than with reasonable stability; less
 concerned with progress than with the virtues of the present. By limiting the moral
 possibilities of political activity, contemporary democrats reflect something of earlier
 Whig suspicions of political power. Politics serves, it does not create. As political
 power facilitated the enjoyment of natural rights for Locke, so political power may
 facilitate the pursuit of human fulfillment outside of politics for contemporary
 democracy.

 Contemporary democracy changes the means and the locus of the contribution
 of government to human development, although the ideal itself is not necessarily
 rejected. Politics may still play a part in the pursuit of the ideal, but it no longer has
 the paramount role which it had before. The most significant realms for responsible
 personal activity now lie beyond the limits of politics - in economics, education,
 religion, art, social life, and even recreation. Without denying traditional democratic
 hopes for moral progress and social regeneration, contemporary democratic theory
 carefully excludes them from the list of essential features which define democracy.
 It is, at the very most, noncommittal as to the possibilities which active political par-

 ticipation offer as a means to such ends. The best chance lies in the policy results of
 responsible popular government.

 Although both theories of democracy prescribe a system of responsible popular
 government, the words have different meanings in the two theories. Popular govern-
 ment or popular rule means, in the case of classical democracy, the active participa-
 tion of most adult citizens in the determination of public policies. In contemporary
 democracy, as its exponents have been at great pains to make clear, popular rule

 20 Sheldon Wolin, Politics and Vision (Boston: Little, Brown, 1960), p. 298. On the general
 point discussed in this paragraph, see Wolin, chap. 9, and G. H. Sabine, "The Two Demo-
 cratic Traditions," Philosophical Review, 61 (1952), 451-74.
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 THE COST OF REALISM 45

 means only the popular choice at periodic elections of governors who make policy
 decisions. The extent of popular participation which is essential to political democ-
 racy is no more than that. Though popular participation may often go well beyond
 this minimum, this is, strictly speaking, a matter of indifference to the theory.21

 It follows from this that although both theories prescribe responsible govern-
 ment, the conception of responsibility to which they give effect is not the same. The
 strategy of classical democracy requires the active and creative participation of the
 citizen in collective self-government and the pursuit of the common good. Popular
 responsibility arises from the role of the citizens as the active creators of public policy,
 from their engagement with public questions and their commitment to the search for
 a common good. Responsibility is conceived in active terms. The citizen is responsi-
 ble because he is an active creator; the primary meaning of popular responsibility is
 that the citizens are responsible to themselves for what they have done. The responsi-
 bility of government is a secondary and derivative responsibility. Government is re-
 sponsible to its citizens for the way in which it has carried out their directions.

 In contemporary democracy, the active role of the citizen as a defining feature
 of democratic government is limited to the periodic choice of governors. Responsible
 government refers primarily to the accountability of a creative and active governing
 elite to those who have been the objects of its policies. The citizen has only a minimal
 involvement as a creative actor in what he judges. He must necessarily judge gov-
 ernors, their records and their promises, largely as a passive object of the actions of
 others. To the extent that this notion of responsibility is accepted and the citizens are
 considered primarily as objects rather than as creative actors, they must be con-
 sidered as essentially irresponsible. They are to judge a world they never made, and
 thus to become a genteel counterpart of the mobs which sporadically unseated aristo-
 cratic governments in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. If a high degree
 of social solidarity and sense of community are necessary for the effective function-
 ing of any sort of democratic government, it must come largely from some other
 source than the political activities of the citizen. Contemporary democracy is, in fact,
 a theory dependent on the prior existence of an established community, to the de-
 velopment of which it makes little, if any, contribution.22

 Given the uncompromising demands of its ideal and its strategy, classical de-
 mocracy is almost necessarily radical in relation to any existing political system. At
 their best, the realities of democratic politics are but a poor copy of what they should
 be, and classical democracy assumes that this is an undesirable but not unalterable

 2 "The popular influence upon policies, as distinct from control over policy-making, goes on all
 the time and may take many institutionalized and legitimate forms. The extent of such
 influence, however, cannot be reduced to any public test which can be incorporated at the
 present time into a general theory. The reason is that popular influence and consultation
 take such an infinity of forms - of which interest or pressure groups are perhaps the best
 known - that hardly any general principle can as yet be enunciated." Mayo op. cit., p. 62.

 22 Schumpeter saw this clearly. In discussing conditions for the success of the democratic method
 - as he defined it - he said: "Every system can stand deviating practices to a certain
 extent. But even the necessary minimum of democratic self-control evidently requires a
 national character and national habits of a certain type which have not everywhere had
 the opportunity to evolve and which the democratic method cannot be relied upon to
 produce." Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 295. See also Tussman, op. cit., p. 60. On the relation
 between community and active responsibility see W. E. Olson, "Responsibility: An Escape
 and an Approach," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 19 (March 1963), 2-6.
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 46 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 state of affairs. Recognition of the gap between ideal and present reality and the
 difficulties of doing anything about it may create anxiety and gloom on the part of
 some who cherish the ideal.23 This may lead to an effort to reject politics or to paper
 over the gap with a mythical view of present political reality. To assuage anxiety
 and avoid its possible consequences, the contemporary democrat proposes to reduce

 the tension between ideal and reality by changing the ideal to correspond--or nearly
 correspond - to reality. For those who find anything more than minor adjustments
 in the status quo unacceptable, this remedy makes sense. For others, I suggest, it is
 very doubtful.

 It may be, of course, that even a fair approximation of the ideal of classical de-
 mocracy really is unattainable. The failure of a substantial majority of men to par-
 ticipate consistently or intelligently in existing democratic politics may be rooted in
 the nature of things. Plato may already have said the last word. This is possible, but
 enough changes have taken place in the last century or so in the political behavior of
 men to make it seem rather unlikely.

 Assuming that change is possible, classical democracy suggests that even in the
 most advanced and successful countries far-reaching innovations are desirable -
 not only in the political systems but also in the social, economic, and cultural milieux
 associated with them.24 While this tension between ideal and reality may lead to
 political neurosis in some, it can provide others with practical guidance for both
 theoretical and practical activity that is not tied down by commitments to the status
 quo. Classical democracy calls into question the failures of politics, which are an
 integral part of contemporary political reality, and suggests that we direct our ener-
 gies toward dealing with them. It suggests inquiries and actions which lead out from
 politics to other aspects of human life in search for explanations and remedies. From
 this point of view, the significant problems are determined by their relevance to the
 future pursuit of the democratic ideal, not by their convenience for compiling de-
 scriptive data as a preliminary to a general explanatory theory of politics or by refer-
 ence to the needs of the existing powers that be.

 The institutional ideal of contemporary democracy necessarily lacks the radical
 bite of classical theory. It is bound in time and space by its realistic description of
 political reality. In a world inundated by change and rebellion against the past, this
 is scarcely an advantage. Contemporary democracy is less a guide to future action
 than a codification of past accomplishments. By translating the descriptive prin-
 ciples of present democratic reality into prescriptive terms, it vindicates the main
 features of the status quo and provides a model for tidying up loose ends. Democracy
 becomes a system to be preserved not an end to be sought. Those who wish a guide
 to the future must look elsewhere.

 "2 Hartz, op. cit., pp. 13-29.
 24 See Williams, op. cit., pp. 306-16 for a statement of classical democracy that is an integral

 part of a thoroughgoing economic and social radicalism.
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